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Starts with EO- 

EOBIONTS BEINOOST EOBIONT, type of basic organism [n] 

EOHIPPUS EHIOPPSU extinct horse [n -ES] 

EOLIPILE EEIILLOP type of engine [n -S] 

EOLITHIC CEHIILOT EOLITH, prehistoric stone tool [adj] 

EOLOPILE EEILLOOP eolipile (type of engine) [n -S] 

 

Contains -EO- 

ALVEOLAR AAELLORV sound produced with tongue touching place just behind front teeth [n -S] 

ALVEOLUS AELLOSUV small anatomical cavity [n -LI] 

ARACEOUS AACEORSU belonging to arum family of plants [adj] 

ARCHAEON AACEHNOR archaean (microorganism of archaea) [n -EA] 

AREOLATE AAEELORT AREOLA, small space in network of leaf veins [adj] 

AREOLOGY AEGLOORY study of planet Mars [n -GIES] 

AUREOLAE AAEELORU AUREOLA, halo [n] 

AUREOLAS AAELORSU AUREOLA, halo [n] 

AUREOLED ADEELORU AUREOLE, to surround with halo [v] 

AUREOLES AEELORSU AUREOLE, to surround with halo [v] 

BLUDGEON BDEGLNOU to hit with club [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BORNEOLS BELNOORS BORNEOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [n] 

BOURGEON BEGNOORU to burgeon (to develop rapidly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BURGEONS BEGNORSU BURGEON, to develop rapidly [v] 

CAMEOING ACEGIMNO CAMEO, to portray in sharp, delicate relief [v] 

CASEOSES ACEEOSSS CASEOSE, proteose (water-soluble protein) [n] 

CAVEOLAE AACEELOV CAVEOLA, small pit in cell [n]  

CAVEOLAR AACELORV pertaining to caveola (small pit in cell) [adj]  

CEORLISH CEHILORS CEORL, freeman of low birth [adj] 

CHOREOID CDEHIOOR resembling chorea (nervous disorder) [adj] 

CINEOLES CEEILNOS CINEOLE, cineol (liquid used as antiseptic) [n] 

CITREOUS CEIORSTU having lemonlike color [adj] 

CLOSEOUT CELOOSTU clearance sale [n -S] 

CLUPEOID CDEILOPU clupeid (fish of herring family) [n -S] 

CORNEOUS CENOORSU of hornlike texture [adj] 

CREODONT CDENOORT extinct carnivore [n -S] 

CREOLISE CEEILORS to creolize (to cause language to become creole) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CREOLIZE CEEILORZ to cause language to become creole [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CREOSOLS CELOORSS CREOSOL, chemical compound [n] 

CREOSOTE CEEOORST to treat with wood preservative [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CUPREOUS CEOPRSUU containing copper [adj] 

DEODANDS ADDDENOS DEODAND, property forfeited to crown under former English law [n] 

DEODARAS AADDEORS DEODARA, deodar (East Indian cedar) [n] 

DEORBITS BDEIORST DEORBIT, to come out of orbit [v] 

DEPEOPLE DEEELOPP to reduce population of [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DUDGEONS DDEGNOSU DUDGEON, feeling of resentment [n] 

DUNGEONS DEGNNOSU DUNGEON, to confine in dungeon (underground prison) [v] 

ENFEOFFS EEFFFNOS ENFEOFF, to invest with feudal estate [v] 
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EPIGEOUS EEGIOPSU growing on or close to ground [adj] 

FACEOFFS ACEFFFOS FACEOFF, action that starts hockey game [n] 

FADEOUTS ADEFOSTU FADEOUT, gradual disappearance of image [n] 

FEOFFEES EEEFFFOS FEOFFEE, one to whom fief is granted [n] 

FEOFFERS EEFFFORS FEOFFER, one that grants fief to another [n] 

FEOFFING EFFFGINO FEOFF, to grant fief to [v] 

FEOFFORS EFFFOORS FEOFFOR, feoffer (one that grants fief to another) [n] 

FERREOUS EEFORRSU containing iron [adj] 

FLAMEOUT AEFLMOTU failure of jet engine in flight [n -S] 

FORCEOUT CEFOORTU play by which runner in baseball is put out [n -S] 

FOVEOLAE AEEFLOOV FOVEOLA, small fovea [n] 

FOVEOLAR AEFLOORV FOVEOLA, small fovea [adj] 

FOVEOLAS AEFLOOSV FOVEOLA, small fovea [n] 

FOVEOLES EEFLOOSV FOVEOLE, foveola (small fovea) [n] 

FOVEOLET EEFLOOTV foveola (small fovea) [n -S] 

GALLEONS AEGLLNOS GALLEON, large sailing vessel [n] 

GEOCACHE ACCEEGHO to search for hidden items by using Global Positioning System device as part of game [v -D, -HING, -S] 

GEODESIC CDEEGIOS geometric line [n -S] 

GEODETIC CDEEGIOT pertaining to geodesy (geographical surveying) [adj] 

GEODUCKS CDEGKOSU GEODUCK, large, edible clam [n] 

GEOGNOSY EGGNOOSY branch of geology [n -SIES] 

GEOLOGER EEGGLOOR specialist in geology [n -S] 

GEOLOGIC CEGGILOO GEOLOGY, science that deals with origin and structure of earth [adj] 

GEOMANCY ACEGMNOY method of foretelling future by geographical features [n -CIES] 

GEOMETER EEEGMORT specialist in geometry [n -S] 

GEOMETRY EEGMORTY branch of mathematics [n -RIES] 

GEOPHAGY AEGGHOPY practice of eating earthy substances [n -GIES] 

GEOPHONE EEGHNOOP device that detects vibrations in earth [n -S] 

GEOPHYTE EEGHOPTY plant having underground buds [n -S] 

GEOPONIC CEGINOOP pertaining to farming (business of operating farm) [adj] 

GEOPROBE BEEGOOPR spacecraft for exploring space near earth [n -S] 

GEORGICS CEGGIORS GEORGIC, poem about farming [n] 

GEOTAXES AEEGOSTX GEOTAXIS, movement of organism in response to gravity [n] 

GEOTAXIS AEGIOSTX movement of organism in response to gravity [n -XES] 

GORGEOUS EGGOORSU beautiful [adj] 

GRISEOUS EGIORSSU grayish (somewhat gray) [adj] 

GUDGEONS DEGGNOSU GUDGEON, to dupe (to deceive (to mislead by falsehood)) [v] 

GYPSEOUS EGOPSSUY containing gypsum (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [adj] 

HIDEOUTS DEHIOSTU HIDEOUT, place of refuge [n] 

HOMEOBOX BEHMOOOX short DNA sequence [n -ES] 

HOMEOTIC CEHIMOOT being gene producing shift in development [adj] 

HORDEOLA ADEHLOOR swellings of eyelid [n HORDEOLA] 

IDEOGRAM ADEGIMOR type of written symbol [n -S] 

IDEOLOGY DEGILOOY systematic body of ideas [n -GIES] 

IDONEOUS DEINOOSU suitable (appropriate) [adj] 

INFEOFFS EFFFINOS INFEOFF, to enfeoff (to invest with feudal estate) [v] 
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JEOPARDS ADEJOPRS JEOPARD, to imperil (to place in jeopardy) [v] 

JEOPARDY ADEJOPRY risk of loss or injury [n -DIES] 

LACTEOUS ACELOSTU resembling milk [adj] 

LEOPARDS ADELOPRS LEOPARD, large, carnivorous feline mammal [n] 

LEOTARDS ADELORST LEOTARD, close-fitting garment [n] 

LIGNEOUS EGILNOSU of or resembling wood [adj] 

LUNCHEON CEHLNNOU noonday meal [n -S] 

LUTEOLIN EILLNOTU yellow pigment [n -S] 

MAKEOVER AEEKMORV changing of appearance [n -S] 

MALLEOLI AEILLLMO bony protuberances of ankle [n MALLEOLI] 

MELODEON DEELMNOO small accordion [n -S] 

METEORIC CEEIMORT METEOR, small celestial body that enters earth's atmosphere [adj] 

MEZEREON EEEMNORZ flowering shrub [n -S] 

MIMEOING EGIIMMNO MIMEO, to make copies of by use of mimeograph [v] 

MINNEOLA AEILMNNO reddish tangelo [n -S] 

MOREOVER EEMOORRV in addition [adv] 

MOVIEOLA AEILMOOV device for viewing and editing film [n -S] 

NACREOUS ACENORSU NACRE, pearly internal layer of certain shells [adj] 

NAPOLEON AELNNOOP type of pastry (sweet baked food) [n -S] 

NAUSEOUS AENOSSUU affected with nausea [adj] 

NEOLITHS EHILNOST NEOLITH, ancient stone implement [n] 

NEOLOGIC CEGILNOO NEOLOGY, new word or phrase [adj] 

NEOMORPH EHMNOOPR type of biological structure [n -S] 

NEOMYCIN CEIMNNOY antibiotic drug [n -S] 

NEONATAL AAELNNOT NEONATE, newborn child [adj] 

NEONATES AEENNOST NEONATE, newborn child [n] 

NEOPAGAN AAEGNNOP one who practices modern form of paganism [n -S] 

NEOPHYTE EEHNOPTY novice (person new to any field or activity) [n -S] 

NEOPLASM AELMNOPS tumor (abnormal swelling) [n -S] 

NEOPRENE EEENNOPR synthetic rubber [n -S] 

NEOTENIC CEEINNOT NEOTENY, attainment of sexual maturity in larval stage [adj] 

NEOTERIC CEEINORT modern author [n -S] 

NEOTYPES EENOPSTY NEOTYPE, specimen of species [n] 

NUCLEOID CDEILNOU DNA-containing area of certain cells [n -S] 

NUCLEOLE CEELLNOU part of nucleus [n -S] 

NUCLEOLI CEILLNOU nucleoles (part of nucleus) [n NUCLEOLI] 

NUCLEONS CELNNOSU NUCLEON, subatomic particle [n] 

OCHREOUS CEHOORSU ocherous (containing or resembling ocher) [adj] 

OREODONT DENOOORT extinct sheep-sized mammal [n -S] 

OSTEOIDS DEIOOSST OSTEOID, uncalcified bone matrix [n] 

OSTEOMAS AEMOOSST OSTEOMA, tumor of bone tissue [n] 

OSTEOSES EEOOSSST OSTEOSIS, formation of bone [n] 

OSTEOSIS EIOOSSST formation of bone [n -SES, -ES] 

PALEOCON ACELNOOP extremely right-wing conservative [n -S] 

PALEOSOL AELLOOPS layer of ancient soil [n -S] 

PANTHEON AEHNNOPT temple dedicated to all gods [n -S] 
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PEONAGES AEEGNOPS PEONAGE, condition of being peon [n] 

PEONISMS EIMNOPSS PEONISM, peonage (condition of being peon) [n] 

PEOPLERS EELOPPRS PEOPLER, one that peoples (to furnish with inhabitants) [n] 

PEOPLING EGILNOPP PEOPLE, to furnish with inhabitants [v] 

PEREOPOD DEEOOPPR appendage of pereion [n -S] 

PHASEOUT AEHOPSTU gradual stopping of operations [n -S] 

PIGEONRY EGINOPRY place for keeping pigeons [n -RIES] 

PLEDGEOR DEEGLOPR pledger (one that pledges something) [n -S] 

PLEONASM AELMNOPS use of needless words [n -S] 

PLEOPODS DELOOPPS PLEOPOD, appendage of crustaceans [n] 

POACEOUS ACEOOPSU pertaining to plants of grass family [adj] 

PREORDER DEEOPRRR to order beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREOWNED DEENOPRW owned beforehand by someone else [adj] 

PROTEOME EEMOOPRT complement of proteins expressed by genome [n -S] 

PROTEOSE EEOOPRST water-soluble protein [n -S] 

PUNCHEON CEHNNOPU vertical supporting timber [n -S] 

RAKEOFFS AEFFKORS RAKEOFF, share of profits [n] 

REOBJECT BCEEJORT to object again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REOBTAIN ABEINORT to obtain again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REOCCUPY CCEOPRUY to occupy again [v -PIED, -ING, -PIES] 

REOCCURS CCEORRSU REOCCUR, to occur again [v] 

REOFFEND DEEFFNOR to offend again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REOFFERS EEFFORRS REOFFER, to offer for public sale [v] 

REOILING EGIILNOR REOIL, to oil again [v] 

REOPENED DEEENOPR REOPEN, to open again [v] 

REOPPOSE EEOOPPRS to oppose again [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REORDAIN ADEINORR to ordain again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REORDERS DEEORRRS REORDER, to order again [v] 

REORGING EGGINORR REORG, to reorganize (to organize again) [v] 

REORIENT EEINORRT to orient again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REOUTFIT EFIORTTU to outfit again [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

REOVIRUS EIORRSUV type of virus (any of class of submicroscopic pathogens) [n -ES] 

REPEOPLE EEELOPPR to people again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RHEOBASE ABEEHORS smallest amount of electricity required to stimulate nerve [n -S] 

RHEOLOGY EGHLOORY study of matter in fluid state [n -GIES] 

RHEOPHIL EHHILOPR living in flowing water [adj] 

RHEOSTAT AEHORSTT resistor used to control electric current [n -S] 

RODEOING DEGINOOR RODEO, to perform cowboy skills in contest [v] 

ROSEOLAR AELOORRS ROSEOLA, rose-colored skin rash [adj] 

ROSEOLAS AELOORSS ROSEOLA, rose-colored skin rash [n] 

RUBEOLAR ABELORRU RUBEOLA, virus disease [adj] 

RUBEOLAS ABELORSU RUBEOLA, virus disease [n] 

SHAKEOUT AEHKOSTU minor economic recession [n -S] 

SIMOLEON EILMNOOS dollar (monetary unit of United States) [n -S] 

SMIDGEON DEGIMNOS smidgen (very small amount) [n -S] 

SOMEONES EEMNOOSS SOMEONE, somebody (important person) [n] 
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STAKEOUT AEKOSTTU surveillance of area especially by police [n -S] 

STEREOED DEEEORST STEREO, to make type of printing plate [v] 

STURGEON EGNORSTU edible fish [n -S] 

SURGEONS EGNORSSU SURGEON, one who practices surgery (treatment of medical problems by operation) [n] 

TAKEOFFS AEFFKOST TAKEOFF, act of rising in flight [n] 

TAKEOUTS AEKOSTTU TAKEOUT, act of removing (to take or move away) [n] 

TAKEOVER AEEKORTV act of assuming control [n -S] 

TELEOSTS EELOSSTT TELEOST, bony fish [n] 

TEOCALLI ACEILLOT Aztec temple [n -S] 

TEOSINTE EEINOSTT annual grass [n -S] 

THEOCRAT ACEHORTT person who rules as representative of god [n -S] 

THEODICY CDEHIOTY defense of God's goodness in respect to existence of evil [n -CIES] 

THEOGONY EGHNOOTY account of origin of gods [n -NIES] 

THEOLOGS EGHLOOST THEOLOG, student of theology [n] 

THEOLOGY EGHLOOTY study of religion [n -GIES] 

THEONOMY EHMNOOTY rule by god [n -MIES] 

THEORBOS BEHOORST THEORBO, stringed musical instrument [n] 

THEOREMS EEHMORST THEOREM, proposition that is demonstrably true or is assumed to be so [n] 

THEORIES EEHIORST THEORY, group of propositions used to explain class of phenomena [n] 

THEORISE EEHIORST to theorize (to form theories) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

THEORIST EHIORSTT one that theorizes (to form theories) [n -S] 

THEORIZE EEHIORTZ to form theories [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

THEREOUT EEHORTTU out of that [adv] 

THYREOID DEHIORTY pertaining to thyroid (endocrine gland) [adj] 

TIMEOUTS EIMOSTTU TIMEOUT, brief suspension of activity [n] 

TRADEOFF ADEFFORT giving up of one thing in return for another [n -S] 

TRUDGEON DEGNORTU trudgen (swimming stroke) [n -S] 

UNPEOPLE EELNOPPU to remove people from [v -D, -LING, -S] 

VIDEOCAM ACDEIMOV camera for recording images and usually sound [n -S] 

VIDEOING DEGIINOV VIDEO, to record visual images on magnetic tape or disc [v] 

VIDEOTEX DEEIOTVX electronic system for transmitting data to subscriber's video screen [n -ES] 

VITREOUS EIORSTUV jelly that fills eyeball [n -ES] 

WAVEOFFS AEFFOSVW WAVEOFF, act of denying landing permission to approaching aircraft [n] 

WHITEOUT EHIOTTUW arctic weather condition [n -S] 

WIDEOUTS DEIOSTUW WIDEOUT, receiver in football [n] 

WIDGEONS DEGINOSW WIDGEON, river duck [n] 

WIPEOUTS EIOPSTUW WIPEOUT, fall from surfboard [n] 

WRITEOFF EFFIORTW uncollectible debt that is cancelled [n -S] 

YEOMANLY AELMNOYY YEOMAN, independent farmer [adj] 

YEOMANRY AEMNORYY collective body of yeomen [n -RIES] 

ZAPATEOS AAEOPSTZ ZAPATEO, Spanish dance [n] 

ZEOLITES EEILOSTZ ZEOLITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

ZEOLITIC CEIILOTZ ZEOLITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [adj] 

 

Ends with -EO 

CICISBEO BCCEIIOS lover of married woman [n -EI, -S] 


